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Abstract

We investigated the fault geometry effects and the corresponding coseismic slip distribution using various proposed earthquake

fault models for the Chi-Chi earthquake of 21 September 1999. The types of fault geometries are threefold: a simple planar fault

plane, a two segmented planar fault plane and a three dimensional (3D) curved fault surface rupture propagation model. We derived

the estimated spatial slip distribution from an inversion analysis of GPS coseismic displacement data and show that the 3D fault

model is the preferred solution. The simple and segmented fault models lead to significant artificial slip distributions associated

with the pre-defined fault geometry and the spatial distribution of GPS stations. The spatial distribution of coseismic slip deduced

from the 3D fault model has three observable features: (1) the overall slip is concentrated at depth of less than 12 km, which may

well correspond to a shallow-dipping detachment; (2) the maximum slip of about 10 m is located 45 km to the north of the

epicenter; and (3) the slip vector is dominated by the dip-slip component. In addition, the results from the inversion of GPS data are

consistent with those from the inversion analysis of teleseismic broadband data. A resolution analysis, further, demonstrates that the

results are highly correlated with field GPS data studies when we used synthetic test data. The inversion of spatially distributed

GPS data is highly sensitive to fault geometry. We conclude that the use of the 3D fault model is not only necessary but also

certainly competent enough to well explain the inferred slip style and the observed static coseismic displacements.

D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The 21 September 1999 (01:47:12) Chi-Chi earth-

quake (ML=7.3) was one of the most devastating earth-

quakes in Taiwan in the past century. Based on thorough

geological field surveys of surface breaks, rupture prop-
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agation during the earthquake has been interpreted as

reverse, left-lateral faulting on a low-angle plane along

the Chelungpu fault [1]. The Chi-Chi mainshock is

mainly characterized by a long rupture length (over 80

km) with about a 30-s duration time [2]. One distinct

feature of the Chelungpu fault is that the surface fault

trace turns toward the northeast at its northern tip where

the largest final surface displacements are 9.8 m and 5.6

m in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.

In addition, surface breaks along the Chelungpu fault are

complicated in shape and do not continuously follow the
etters 241 (2006) 336–350
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original, mapped fault trace. These phenomena are like-

ly indicative of the complexity of the rupture and the

non-planar fault geometry of the actual fault system. On

account of the limitations of numerical modeling and of

the inversion technique for the spatial slip distribution of

a finite-fault, previously published studies have been

somewhat limited in that they used a planar fault plane

or several segments of fault planes based on the com-

plexity of the surface breaks (e.g. [3–6]).

Wang et al. [7] postulated that the thin-skinned thrust

model of Suppe [8] would be capable of explaining the

tectonic mechanism and fault geometry of the Chi-Chi

earthquake. Later, using more than 106 small earth-

quakes to locate and map the active faults of the Chi-

Chi earthquake, Carena et al. [9] proposed a 3D fault

geometry associated with the main detachment zone

which stems from the mountain-building process be-

neath the Central Range. They asserted that a major

seismic basal sliding detachment surface had been

formed by the lithological contrast between a weak

layer of rock, e.g. shale and limestone, and a zone

lacking dense seismicity at about the 10- to 20-km

depth. This surface has a slope of about 88, thus

being in agreement with the uplift of the basement

high which forms a wedge with over-thrust faulting.

The nucleation point of the Chi-Chi earthquake struck

at a point where a branch of the fault extends from the

decollement but is ramp-bend folded. The rupture sur-

face basically occurred along a weak layer of Chinshui

shale that is exposed at surface, thereby creating the

Chelungpu fault which conforms with its bedding

plane. A deep seismic reflection survey also indicates

that the fault dip must have become flatter in the deeper

section of the Chelungpu fault [10].

It is not obvious whether the northeast extension of

the Chelungpu fault trace originated from the near

surface effects caused by the local geology or even if

it corresponds to the large asperity on the fault system

which itself has not been well-mapped. For a non-

planar thrust fault, Oglesby and Archuleta [11] have

recently investigated the dynamics of an earthquake

rupture on a non-planar fault and have concluded that

an abrupt change in dip with depth may, in fact, not be

a significant factor in predicting fault slip and low-

frequency peak strong ground motion. What has been

established in previous studies, however, is that the

control of the complexity of slip distribution and

ground motion from an earthquake is primarily related

to stress distribution and fault geometry near the free

surface. Besides this, using the 2D static model, Niel-

sen and Knopoff [12] showed that changes in strike

greatly affect the long-term evolution of a fault system
and may cause different nucleation zones and barriers

to rupture.

In this study, without explicitly considering dynam-

ic rupture behavior, we addressed the near surface

faulting process by delving into the possible effects

of fault geometry on spatial slip distribution, and we

did so by inverting densely, well-distributed Global

Position System (GPS) data. GPS data have been

extensively used to determine the spatial slip distribu-

tion over three separated segment faults and to recover

the consistent, gross features of seismic data, in line

with the work of Johnson et al. [13]. The estimated

displacement vectors of Johnson et al. [13], however,

do not fit the measurements within an acceptable

degree of certainty. The large residuals they obtained

may simply be attributed to detail features of the fault

geometry. With this in mind, a full investigation of the

3D fault geometry with a systematic analysis of both

GPS and seismic data is deemed not only valuable but

also necessary. Based on near-fault static GPS data,

static slip displacements for surface deformation and

slip distribution under the constraints of 3D fault ge-

ometry were determined and are discussed in this

paper. The results regarding the constraints of fault

geometry ascertained here along with the predefined

3D velocity distribution and full waveform 3D Green’s

function calculation will lay the groundwork to inves-

tigate the kinematical rupture process inverted from

strong motion data, and those results will be presented

in another paper [14].

In our study, to explore the fault geometry effect

when using the same inversion scheme to deduce

coseismic slip distribution from near-fault static

data, we compared the inversion results from three

different types of fault geometry: a simple planar

fault plane, a two segmented planar fault plane and

a 3D curved fault surface rupture propagation model.

By virtue of their superior spatial coverage and the

fact they also provide a unique opportunity to recon-

struct total-slip distributions around the faulting area,

we decided to use coseismic GPS records as our

data.

2. Data and method

2.1. GPS coseismic displacements

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the GPS stations and

the coseismic displacements during the Chi-Chi earth-

quake. The data collected from the GPS stations are by

far one of the best static data sets ever recorded for the

finite analysis of a large earthquake. A total of 131



Fig. 1. Coseismic (a) horizontal and (b) vertical offset data from GPS surface static displacement measurements taken before and after the 20

September 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake [15]. The red solid lines demarcate the surface breaks of the Chelungpu fault. The asterisk indicates the

epicenter. Stations with visible displacement are marked with station names.
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three-component GPS coseismic displacements were

observed by the Institute of Earth Sciences and the

Ministry of the Interior [15]. The GPS data indicate

that most of the deformations are restricted to the

hanging wall of the Chelungpu fault, with displace-

ments from 1.5 to 8.5 m. Another distinct feature of

the GPS data is that the horizontal displacements are

larger than the vertical ones.

2.2. Inversion method

We used the generalized finite fault inversion

method to obtain the slip distribution for a variety

of finite fault geometries. As the first step, we divided

the fault plane into numerous uniform dislocation

rectangular subfaults, with each subfault having its

own Green’s function for each station. For geodetic

modeling, we used the analytic expressions of Okada

[16] to synthesize the horizontal and vertical static

displacements for the surface deformations that

resulted from a uniform slip over each subfault. We

then systematically analyzed the slip patterns recov-
ered for the different fault geometries to obtain their

respective optimum solution. Accordingly, we were

able to categorize the observed and synthetic displa-

cements into a system of linear equations

Ax ¼ b; ð1Þ

where A is the matrix of synthetics, b is the data

vector, and x is the solution matrix of the subfault

dislocation slip. In addition, we defined the misfit as

r ¼ Ax� b½ �2=b2: ð2Þ

The value of r is between 0 and 1; the lower the value

of r, the higher is the consistency between the observed
and the synthetic displacements. We compared the

inferred variations in the vector slips of the different

fault geometries and selected the optimum solution

from the corresponding misfits.

We were able to solve Eq. (1) by positive constrains

to stabilize generalized linear least squares inversion

methodology, as proposed by Hartzell and Heaton [17].

This inversion method has been successfully applied to



Fig. 2. Three different fault models. The (a) simple planar, (b) two segmented planar bending and (c) 3D fault models used in the inversion. The upper panel displays the map view on the variation of

fault geometry showing the surface break (solid line), epicenter (asterisk) and background topography. The lower panel shows the perspective oblique view fault geometry as viewed from the

southern border. The thin solid lines indicate the iso-depth lines of the fault plane.
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geodetic data for other large earthquakes, including the

1983 Imperial Valley earthquake [17], the 1992 Landers

earthquake [18] and the 1994 Northridge earthquake

[19].

2.3. Construction of fault models

Fig. 2 shows the three different types of fault geom-

etry both in map form (upper panel) and from an

oblique view (lower panel). From the surface breaks,

the Chelungpu fault exhibits an average strike of about

N38E and a dip of about 298 to the east [1]. The freshly

exposed fault traces bend toward the northeast at its

northern tip about 45 km away from the epicenter. To

determine the effect of fault geometry inverted from the

same near-fault static displacement data set, we first

attempted to model the Chi-Chi earthquake with a

single fault plane (Fig. 2a). This model with a simple

planar fault plane geometry has a strike of 38 and dip of

298 to the east, which is consistent with the general

trend of surface breaks. To incorporate the bending tip

of the fault trace, we adopted a two segmented faulting

model, as shown in Fig. 2b. While maintaining the

same dip angle of 298, the two segmented planar fault

yields a different strike direction of N38E and N608E.
The intersection between the two planar faults is shown

in the lower panel of Fig. 2b.

The actual fault systems of the Chi-Chi earthquake

have highly heterogeneous slip distributions and very

complicated shapes, just like that which is often ob-

served in field surveys of surface breaks. For a complex

fault geometry, however, the strike and dip typically

varies at different positions along the fault, perhaps

therefore making optimized 3D surface to the earth-

quake locations necessary. In accordance with Carena et

al. [9] and to avoid the overlapping area created by the

second model, we constructed the optimum 3D fault

geometry by performing a trend surface analysis via

cubic spline interpolation. The estimated fault geometry

was based on the available data from the ruptured fault

exposed on the surface and 327 well relocated after-
Table 1

Parameters used in the three types of fault geometry

Model Simple planar fault Two s

Data number 131sta
Subfault number 66 (10�10 km2) 48, 18

Subfault mechanisms

Strike 308 308 a
Dip 308 308
Rake Free from 0–908 Free f

The inversion was performed using the same near-fault GPS static displace
shocks (Fig. 2c). The relocated hypocenters are deter-

mined by using the method of Joint Hypocenter

Determination (JHD). We inferred the attitude of the

fault plane from the relocated seismicity clustered from

the focal mechanisms of both mainshock and after-

shocks, geology, dip angle derived from direct measure-

ments of permanent slip along fault trace and near-fault

drilling data. Two features predominate in our proposed

trend surface model. For one, the best-fitted smoothed

surface preserves the main features in the northern

portion of the fault plane. Additionally, the dip angle

in the deeper portion (~10–15 km) of the fault is nearly

horizontal (about 7–88) but quickly bends upward as

the fault rupture reaches the surface, which corresponds

to the thin-skinned thrust model from the seismic re-

flection experiment described by Wang et al. [10,20].

Just as initially expected, the refined 3D fault geometry

from our near-fault GPS data provides a much better

solution. By contrast, for the single and two segmented

planar fault plane model, each subfault patch has a

length and down-dip width of about 10 km in the

finite-model modeling. To accommodate 3D fault ge-

ometry, we mapped each subfault onto the trend sur-

face, and we were able to slightly overlap the plane

domain of each individual subfault or slightly separate

them from each other. The total subfault number for the

3D fault surface geometry is 49. The parameters of each

of the three fault models used in this study are listed in

Table 1.

2.4. Inversion results

To examine the effect from different fault geome-

tries by comparing the estimated source faulting slip-

pages extracted from GPS observations, first of all we

calculated the spatial slip distribution from the single

planar fault plane geometry. Fig. 3a and b present the

results of the comparison between the synthetic and

observed GPS horizontal and vertical displacements at

each GPS station. The horizontal components corre-

spond well both in slip amplitude and direction for
egmented planar fault 3D smoothed trend surface fault

tions�3components

(10�10 km2) 49 (10�10 km2)

nd 608 Follow the trend surface

rom 0–908

ment data.



Fig. 3. Comparisons of the synthetics (blue arrows) and observations (red arrows) for the (a) horizontal and (b) vertical coseismic displacements

from GPS data for the single fault model. The red solid lines indicate the surface break of the Chelungpu fault, and the asterisk (in black) indicates

the epicenter. (c) Total-slip distribution and slip vectors over the single fault plane. The degree of slip is indicated by shading and contouring, as

shown in the legend. The arrows indicate the slip direction on the rupture plane. (d) Map view of total-slip distribution and the background

topography.
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most stations except for those located in the northern

part of the fault. Inconsistencies in the vertical compo-

nent, on the other hand, are somewhat pronounced,

especially on the hanging wall of the fault. Fig. 3c

and d show that at depth range between the surface and

the location of the mainshock most of the slip vectors
are mainly oriented in the up-dip direction. However,

the inferred slip vectors below the nucleation point of

the mainshock, i.e., between the depths ranges of 0–25

km, are dominated by the strike-slip motion. The larg-

est slip, about 12 m, is located at the corner where the

fault turns toward the northeast even though the bend-
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ing effect was not specifically taken into account in the

proposed simple fault geometry model. Apart from

this, an unambiguous large slip area is located in the

northernmost bottom portion (within the depth range of

20–30 km) of the fault plane. Because the spacing of
Fig. 4. Comparisons of the synthetics (blue arrows) and observations (red a

from GPS data for the two segmented fault plane model. The red solid lines

black) indicates the epicenter. (c) Total-slip distribution and slip vectors over

contouring, as shown in the legend. The arrows indicate the slip directio

accompanying the background topography.
GPS stations is sparse in that area, the inversion pro-

cedure had to be less constrained when it came to

resolving the inverted slip distribution in that particular

fault region. The synthetic horizontal slip vector shows

obvious inaccuracies near the bending of the Che-
rrows) for the (a) horizontal and (b) vertical coseismic displacements

indicate the surface breaks of the Chelungpu fault, and the asterisk (in

the bending fault plane. The amount of slip is indicated by shading and

n on the rupture plane. (d) Map view of the total-slip distribution
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lungpu fault. The misfit (r) in the first proposed model

is 0.219.

The two segmented fault plane geometry takes on

the main features of the bended fault plane, but not

completely. Because two fault planes (faults 1 and 2)

intersect, it was initially expected that the estimated
Fig. 5. Comparisons of the synthetics (blue arrows) and observations (red a

from GPS data for the 3D fault model. The red solid lines indicate the surfa

epicenter. (c) Perspective oblique view of the strike-slip, dip-slip and total-sl

by shading and contouring, as shown in the legend. (d) Map view of total-slip

the iso-depth lines on the fault plane.
slips in the overlapped region would be able to be

resolved automatically by the inversion solver. Using

such parameterization of fault geometry, the inverted

slip distribution is allowed on both segments even in

the region where they overlap. Fig. 4a and b show the

estimated displacement vector at each surface GPS
rrows) for the (a) horizontal and (b) vertical coseismic displacements

ce break of the Chelungpu fault, and the asterisk (in red) indicates the

ip distribution over the 3D fault plane. The amount of slip is indicated

distribution with the background topography. The solid lines indicate
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station. Compared to the single planar fault plane

geometry, the inversion results from the proposed

second model is more efficient in explaining most of

the observations, particularly those for stations in the

northern portion of the fault. Fig. 4c and d show the

inverted spatial slip distribution from this model. The

slip amplitude and direction in the shallow part of

fault 1 are similar to the results derived from the

simple planar fault model. Most of the slips at the

shallow part are mainly along the down-dip direction

(Fig. 3). By contrast, in fault 2, slip vectors with a

magnitude of 6 to 10 m are distributed almost over the

entire fault plane. These inversion results may imply

that rupturing is predominant in the deeper portions of

fault 2. Since the slips in the deeper portions are

located where these two faults overlap, the contribu-

tion from each individual fault segment cannot be

clearly resolved owing to the trade-off involved in

the inversion scheme. In sum, it is justified to state

that artifacts associated with the two segmented fault

geometry produce unclear slips in the deeper portions

where the two planes overlap. The misfit of this model

is 0.164.

Turning to the proposed 3D fault geometry, the

inversion results are given in Fig. 5c and d together

with the 3D trend surface fault model. On account of

the difficulty involved in data visualization, unlike

those in Fig. 3 and 4 derived from the two previous

models, the slip distributions are represented on a color

scale and with contouring rather than with vectors and

patches along the fault plane. The inversion results

indicate that most of the slips occur at depths of less

than 12 km. Notably large slips with a magnitude over

3 m are concentrated at the depth range of 4–8 km and

coincide with the ramp of the detachment. Strike-slip

components are predominant in the central and northern

portions of the faulting. The largest slip is near the

bending of the fault about 45 km north of the epicenter.

Another prominent large asperity is located east of the

largest slip region where rupturing occurred at the depth

of about 12 km with a slip amplitude of more than 5 m.

Although a fairly large rupture surface is shown, the

estimated slip remains well constrained in the shallow

portion of the fault surface, with the overall slip located

above the 12 km iso-depth contour. Comparing the

horizontal and vertical static displacements shown in

Fig. 5a and b, both the observed and synthetic displace-

ments are well correlated with each other except for a

few for GPS stations where the smoothed trend surface

does not coincide with the actual fault trace. For the

representative 3D fault geometry, the synthetic surface

displacements satisfactorily explain the observations
(Fig. 5b). The misfit is 0.116, the smallest value

among the three models.

3. Discussion

3.1. Model resolution test

To examine the effects of fault geometry on the

resolution of spatial slip distribution, we conducted a

resolution analysis by generating two sets of slip dis-

tributions which we inverted for two different prede-

fined fault geometries, namely a 3D curved surface and

a simple planar fault plane model. Given the trade-off

we observe in the previous inversion study of our field

data, we did not consider the two segmented planar

fault model in our investigation. Our two sets of syn-

thetic test models consist of a simplified dislocation

patch, one located in the middle portion (Fig. 6) and

the other at the northern bending tip (Fig. 7). Both

synthetic test models have a 10-m pure dip-slip com-

ponent at a depth ranging between 0 and 5 km. We then

compared the imaged dislocations to identify the char-

acteristics of the geometric effects and the trade-offs

involved in the inversion scheme.

Fig. 6 compares the slip distributions of the true

model with those obtained from the predefined full

3D fault surface and the single planar fault geometries.

The true solutions in Fig. 6a are pure dip-slip patches

located in the middle portion. For the inverted results

using full 3D fault geometry (Fig. 6b), the peak slip in

the imaged rupture distribution is only 8.7 m (i.e., 1.3 m

less), and the inverted total-slip area is slightly larger

than that of the actual dislocation size. True that some

extra slip vectors with amplitude of less than 2 m

appear in the dip-slip components at depths of ~10

km, but of importance is that the major imaged slip

patch is primarily consistent with the correct one. Also,

in the 3D fault geometry, some small slip amplitudes of

less than 0.5 m appear in both the strike-slip and dip-

slip components at depths beyond 22 km, but this has

no significant influence on overall slip distribution. For

the most part, it can be said that the resolution of the

inverted slip distribution in the middle region of the

fault based on the 3D fault model is reliable.

Fig. 6c shows the imaged slip distribution over a

single plane fault model. The inverted slip is evidently

much shallower than that in the true model, and the

estimated peak slip amplitude is greater than 10 m. In

addition, a significant number of pseudo-slip patches

are distributed in the bottom portion near the northern

corner of the fault which is dominated by the strike-slip

component. The finding of such inversion artifacts



Fig. 6. Resolution analysis under the assumption of pure dip-slip faulting with maximum slip amplitude of 10 m within the depth range of 0 to 5 km

located in the middle segment of the Chelungpu fault. The inversion results of the synthetic test model for the (a) true solution, (b) 3D fault model

and (c) single fault model. Both dip-slip (upper panels) and strike-slip (lower panels) components are displayed for detailed comparison. The

inverted slip distribution for the single fault model is not acceptable.
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generated by the simple planar fault geometry is con-

sistent with phenomena which arise from real data

applications, as shown in Fig. 3c and d.

Subsequently, we used a similar approach here to

test the effect of fault geometry where a large pure dip-

slip patch is located at the bending tip (Fig. 7a). The

inverted slip image on the 3D fault model has a broader

dislocation size than that in the known solution (Fig.

7b) and is accompanied by a strike-slip component of

less than 1 m (artifact). The main location of the slip

patch is again clearly consistent with the actual solu-

tion. However, the peak slip amplitude, with a value of

7.4 m (i.e., 2.6 m less), is underestimated and creates a

fairly blurred image when compared with that of the

true model. Some inverted dip-slip components exist in

deeper portions (~16 km) and have an amplitude value

of less than 1 m.
As for the single planar fault model (Fig. 7), the

inverted image is by far worse, and the findings, in

fact, provide solid evidence that inversion with simple

plane fault geometry is not suitable for Chi-Chi earth-

quake data. To explain this, the main location of the

slip region shifts farther to the east and deepens with a

peak slip amplitude larger than 10 m. Furthermore, in

the imaged dip-slip component, subfault patches–rath-

er small both in size and amplitude–are scattered

around the mislocated main dislocation. A notable

extra slip patch is also created by the inversion tech-

nique within the depth range of around ~25km. Aside

from this, some strike-slip components rupturing at the

southern end of the fault are not reasonable. Thus, it

can be concluded with confidence that when trying to

reconstruct the precise slip distribution at a bending

tip, the use of single planar fault plane geometry to



Fig. 7. Resolution analysis. In contrast to the test model shown in Fig. 6, the pure dip-slip rupture patch is located at the northern bending tip with

maximum slip amplitude of 10 m ranging from 0 to 5 km in depth. The inversion results of the synthetic test model are given for the (a) true

solution, (b) 3D fault model and (c) single fault model. Both dip-slip (upper panels) and strike-slip (lower panels) components are displayed for

detailed comparison. Compared with the results shown in Fig. 6, it is most evident that fault geometry considerably affects the inversion results.
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image a complex fault system is difficult, to say the

least.

Comparing the inverted total-slip distributions, as

shown in Figs. 6 and 7, it is apparent that an accurate

description of fault geometry, especially where the

orientation of the surface fault break turns, may

considerably affect the inversion results. In addition,

the synthetic tests suggest that when surface measure-

ments are used, the estimated slip vector in the

northern deeper portion is less reliable on account

of inaccuracies in the description of the fault geom-

etry. Furthermore, from our resolution analyses, we

believe that planar fault geometry overestimates the

rupture property, while the more reasonable 3D fault

geometry tends to underestimate the slip amplitude

and the inverted rupture area. Bearing these findings

in mind, we reach the conclusion that, most assured-
ly, an accurate description of fault geometry is nec-

essary and even crucial when attempting to obtain

reliable results with regard to the amplitude and

direction of slips.

3.2. Comparison with surface breaks

Fig. 8 compares the horizontal (Fig. 8a) and verti-

cal (Fig. 8b) static displacements, as predicted by 3D

fault geometry and GPS observations. The misfit be-

tween the observed and inferred horizontal displace-

ment components is an acceptable 0.038. Some

discrepancies showing differences of more than 1 m

can perhaps be attributed to local variations in fault

orientation which cannot be fully explained by the

best estimated trend-surface fault geometry. On the

other hand, the inaccuracy in the vertical component



Fig. 8. Comparisons of surface-slip predicted by 3D fault geometry and GPS observations. (a) and (b), respectively, present the horizontal and

vertical components of static displacement along the fault trace. The solid lines with square symbols represent the observations. The dotted lines

with black dots represent the synthetics. The positions along the surface fault trace are indicated by latitude in degrees.
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displacement with a misfit of 0.217 is larger than that

in the horizontal component displacement. Despite

this, inaccuracies inherent in the measurements and
processing of GPS data should be taken into account.

Such discrepancies might have mainly been caused by

variations in rigidity across the fault, which we did not
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take into consideration in our Green’s function calcu-

lations. Alternatively, they could have been a result of

variations in the effects from local geology and to-

pography. Still another possibility is that the half-

space model of Green’s function calculations produced

less well constrained GPS coseismic displacements for

the vertical component.

3.3. Comparison with results from the inversion of

teleseismic data

Fig. 9 compares the final slip distribution derived

from the 3D fault model based on near-fault static

displacements with the results from the inversion of

teleseismic data [3,22]. Though both the fault geometry

and data sets are different, the main features of the total-

slip distribution patterns are similar. Most of the slip is

concentrated in the shallow part of the fault surface

(about 0 to 10 km), with the largest slip being near the

bending tip. Two different types of data sets were used

here for the Chi-Chi earthquake, but a notably large

asperity is located in the deeper part near longitude

121.1 and latitude 24.2. Somewhat surprising here

perhaps might be that the total seismic moment release

with teleseismic inversion is about 60% less than that
Fig. 9. Comparisons of slip distributions inverted from (a) teleseismic data

geometry. The rough solid line (in red) indicates the surface break of the C

indicate the aftershocks which occurred between 20 September 2000 and No

recorded by the CWB. The fine solid lines (in blue) are the iso-depth conto

degrees of slip are indicated by shading and contouring (in rainbow), as sh
from GPS inversion. However, it should be kept in

mind that this difference may have resulted from the

different frequency band used in the two data sets. That

notwithstanding, in addition to the well correlated total-

slip distribution shown in Fig. 9, the location of the

aftershock sequence (from 21 September 2000 to No-

vember 2000) provides solid evidence that the solution

using the Chi-Chi mainshock data can be well resolved.

Such a finding is even better constrained by using near-

fault GPS data with the inclusion of 3D fault geometry.

Our comparison also indicates that the inversion of

teleseismic data is less influenced by fault geometry

and that the amount of slip over the fault plane is less

well resolved.

Table 2 lists the estimated source parameters for the

three different types of fault geometry discussed in this

paper. The seismic moments derived from the inver-

sion of GPS data for a simple fault plane, a two

segmented planar fault plane and a 3D curved fault

surface geometry model are 1.68, 1.76 and 1.30 (*1027

dyne cm), respectively. Worth noting is that the seis-

mic moment determined from our 3D fault model is

different from the Harvard CMT solution (4.1*1027

dyne cm). What may have led to this difference are the

point source approximation as well as the body waves
with simple planar fault geometry and (b) GPS data with 3D fault

helungpu fault. The asterisk indicates the epicenter. The open circles

vember 2000 with various magnitudes ranging from ML 6 to ML 1, as

urs over the pre-defined 3D smoothed trend surface fault plane. The

own in the legend.



Table 2

Estimated source parameters inferred from the three different fault models

Model Mechanism: strike, dip, rake Moment

(*1027 dyne cm)

Average slipa

(m)

Stress drop

(bar)

Mw

Simple planar fault 3 30 Freeb 1.68 5.86 15.6 7.55

Two segmented planar fault 3/60 30/30 Freeb/Freeb 1.76 5.90 16.4 7.56

3D trend surface fault All free in the reasonable range 1.30 2.61 12.1 7.48

a Average slip amplitude calculated from all subfaults.
b Free from 08 to 908.
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used in the CMT inversion analysis. Different types of

data and frequency content may have also contributed

to the difference. The average slip within the faulting

region is estimated to be in the range of 2.6 to 5.9 m.

Under the assumption that there is a rectangular fault

rupture model on each 10 km�10 km subfault, the

stress drop [22] for each of the three fault models is

15.6, 16.4 and 12.1 bar, respectively. The moment

magnitude (Mw) is about 7.5, which also agrees with

the Mw=7.2 magnitude estimated from teleseismic

moment tensor inversion.

4. Conclusions

Our investigation into the effects of fault geometry

and slip style on the inversion of near-fault GPS data

from the 1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan earthquake demon-

strates that selecting the most appropriate model is

central to the task. Significant differences among the

models may result in misallocated slip distributions

and an erroneous interpretation of rupture history and

wave propagation phenomena. Compared with the

artificial slips associated with the pre-defined simple-

plane fault and two segmented planar fault geometries,

the results clearly point to 3D fault geometry as the

best model by far. The resolution tests also confirm

our conclusion.

The slip distribution derived from the smoothed 3D

trend surface fault model shows that most of the slip is

concentrated over the shallow part (with two main

rupture areas at depth range between 4–8 and 10–12

km) of the fault dominated by the dip-slip components.

The proposed 3D fault model also distinctly points out

that the deepest part of the slip area is just above the

decollement described in the thin-skinned model. The

maximum slip of about 10 m is located 45 km north of

the determined epicenter. Such a large asperity is lo-

cated right near the bending tip of the surface break

that cuts across the abutment of the Shigan dam, giving

rise to a 9.8 m vertical displacement in the body of the

dam. The effect on non-planar fault geometry, particu-

larly the abrupt change in dip along the depth direction,
is strongly correlated with both the distribution of

aftershock clusters and the inversion results of low

amplitude slip distribution inferred from field data

(Fig. 5) and synthetic test studies (Fig. 6). The geom-

etry of the bending tip to the north of the Chelungpu

fault also affects the final inversion results due to the

azimuth coverage of the GPS stations and inversion of

the near-fault static vector displacement data shown in

the field (Fig. 5) and synthetic cases (Fig. 7). In our

study, the inversion of the densely distributed near-

source GPS data is very sensitive to fault geometry;

therefore, using the 3D fault model is necessary, and on

the capability side, it (appears to be) is highly efficient

as far as explaining observed near field GPS data goes.

The actual fault systems, nevertheless, have highly

heterogeneous slip distributions and are very compli-

cated in terms of shape, as is frequently observed from

field surveys of surface breaks. The misfit may also be

attributed to the heterogeneity of the media and topog-

raphy as well as to inelastic deformation, all of which

were ignored in our current model. Hence, using the

smoothed 3D trend surface to approximate the actual

fault system may still under-estimate the natural be-

havior of the rupture process. This finding is also

reflected in our resolution analysis and in the compar-

ison of the source parameters derived from different

fault geometries. Nevertheless, we conclude with con-

fidence that the use of the 3D fault model is not only

necessary but also certainly highly competent in

explaining the inferred slip style and the observed

static coseismic displacements.
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